
July already?! I cannot believe we
made it half way through 2021. Here
on our end we are starting to plan for

HOLIDAY ordering! It is hot and
humid out there and we are sifting

through catalogs with holly and Santa
Claus wrapping paper. 

In the mean time, enjoy your garden,
bask in the sunlight, and enjoy some

safe time with friends!
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In horror movies, the final girls
are the ones left standing when

the credits roll. They made it
through the worst night of their
lives…but what happens after?

 
When one of the girls in the
support group goes missing,
they suddenly realize, they

aren't so safe anymore. No one
tells a witty horror tale like

Grady Hendrix. 
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Upcoming 
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Hollow's Edge used to be a quiet place. A private and idyllic neighborhood where
neighbors dropped in on neighbors, celebrated graduation and holiday parties

together, and looked out for one another. But then came the murder of
Brandon and Fiona Truett. A year and a half later, Hollow's Edge is simmering.
The residents are trapped, unable to sell their homes, confronted daily by the

empty Truett house, and suffocated by their trial testimonies that implicated one
of their own. Ruby Fletcher. And now, Ruby's back.

Within days, suspicion spreads like a virus across Hollow's Edge. It's increasingly
clear that not everyone told the truth about the night of the Truetts' murders.
And when Harper begins receiving threatening notes, she realizes she has to

uncover the truth before someone else becomes the killer's next victim.
Pulsating with suspense and with the shocking twists that are Megan Miranda's

trademark, Such a Quiet Place is Megan Miranda's best novel yet--a twisty
locked-box thriller that will keep you turning pages late into the night.

A Black father. A white father. Two murdered sons. A quest for vengeance.
Ike Randolph has been out of jail for fifteen years, with not so much as a

speeding ticket in all that time. But a Black man with cops at the door
knows to be afraid. The last thing he expects to hear is that his son Isiah

has been murdered, along with Isiah's white husband, Derek.  Ike and
Buddy Lee, two ex-cons with little else in common other than a criminal

past and a love for their dead sons, band together in their desperate desire
for revenge. In their quest to do better for their sons in death than they did
in life, hardened men Ike and Buddy Lee will confront their own prejudices
about their sons and each other, as they rain down vengeance upon those
who hurt their boys. Provocative and fast-paced, S. A. Cosby's Razorblade
Tears is a story of bloody retribution, heartfelt change - and maybe even

redemption

Following fifteen Marines from the Pearl Harbor attack, through battles
with the Japanese, to their return home after V-J Day, Adam Makos and

Marcus Brotherton have compiled an oral history of the Pacific War in the
words of the men who fought on the front lines. With unflinching honesty,

these Marines reveal harrowing accounts of combat with an implacable
enemy, the friendships and camaraderie they found—and lost—and the

aftermath of the war’s impact on their lives.
With unprecedented access to the veterans, rare photographs, and
unpublished memoirs, Voices of the Pacific presents true stories of

heroism as told by such World War II veterans as Sid Phillips, R. V. Burgin,
and Chuck Tatum—whose exploits were featured in the HBO® miniseries,

The Pacific—and their Marine buddies from the legendary 1st Marine
Division.

Hot picks!



 
      Young Adult Summer Reads to 

Keep You Cool!
       (Notes from Gabriella, our Fox on the East Coast)

 
 

Are we all tired of "keeping cool" jokes at this point in the summer yet? No?
Excellent! Allow me, Gabriella, to recommend two YA books that are definitely

going to help you chill out!
 

When you start reading THE BRIGHT & THE PALE by Jessica Rubinkowski, you might feel
like you're trudging through snowdrifts, wondering if you--and the plot--are getting

anywhere. That was my experience until the halfway point. Until then, I wasn't all that
invested in what was happening, just lured forward by the promise of something evil

happening under a mountain, which is, weirdly, a favorite trope of mine. But when this
book picks up, it picks UP. That was about all I could think as I raced through the second

half. It even started to remind me of a favorite thriller, which also involves something
otherworldly waking up in a frozen land.

 
 I know some people don't like when they can call reveals, but I LOVE it, so I was delighted

when everything I predicted happened. I won't include spoilers here, but there were so
many decisions I was fascinated by. The setting and atmosphere were fantastic;

sometimes it's too easy to forget that a silent snowfield can be just as haunting as a
graveyard. And the icy descriptions had me putting on a sweatshirt!

 
    Overall I feel like I'm docking a few points because I

wasn't as invested in the characters in the beginning, but I
can't repeat enough that once things got good, I could not

stop reading. I'm also a little bummed by just how naive
Valeria seemed to be—I get that she's young, but what's up

with all these skilled thief characters trusting people so
wholeheartedly? But on the other hand, if that wasn't part
of her character, her arc would be much less interesting.
I'm really looking forward to the sequel solely because of

how powerful the ending is.
 



Meanwhile, a little closer to home (and yet still pretty far away) in Nicole Lesperance's 
THE WIDE STARLIGHT, a girl loses her mother to the northern lights in Svalbard, and then

travels there as a teenager to find her again. This book has the perfect atmosphere; it's
both unnerving and beautiful, like the Svalbard landscape. Honestly, I'm a simple girl, I see
a book set in Norway (or in an Arctic-like area) and I want to read it, so I was pretty much

fated to love this book on the basis of that alone. 
 
 

Even more stunning than the description of the frigid
environment was the blend of magic and reality. The matter-of-

fact way the main character views the magical happenings of
the story make you as a reader think, "Of course, why shouldn't
princesses emerge from their fairy tales?" And those fairy tale
elements were woven into the fabric of the narrative perfectly,

including in the decision to reveal characters' backstories in bits
and pieces through fairy tale-esque chapters.

 
 
 
 

The ending of this book is something you really need to experience for yourself, but it is
just as sad, beautiful, and haunting as the story that precedes it. This book came out in
February, and I'm sad I missed it then, because it would have been the perfect thing to

read during a snowed-in day--cozy in a way, but also a stark reminder that even something
as magical as snow has a dark side.

 
 

Gabby, continued...



 

1.What is your favorite season in which to write?
Winter

2. List 5 adjectives to describe yourself.
Word-generating. Sentence-

slinging. Paragraph-eliminating. Chapter-rearranging. Exhausted.
3. What was the first book that really had an impact on you?

“The Stranger” by Albert Camus.
4. If you could tell your younger writing self anything would it be?

“Avoid exposition.”
5. You were just given a yacht--what would you name it?

“I Asked for Ten Cases of Chateau Latour.”
6. What would you do if you were the last person on Earth?

Consider dating again.
7. What is your favorite quote?

“You can’t blame a writer for what the
characters say.” (Truman Capote)

8. If you had your own talk show, who would be your first 3 guests?
Barack Obama, Stephen King, and Terry Gross.

9. Which movie would you like to see remade into a musical, starring the
original cast?

Fright Night (1985). Can you hear it: “Amy,
awake. Show me how much you love me. Kill them bothfffffff!”

10.. Garden gnomes--delightfully kitschy or frightening loiterers?
I’ll say a terrible pitchman for Travelocity.

Dan 
Klefstad

We Asked...Author
Author

M
ee

t the We asked authors 10 questions in order to get to know
another side of them. This issue's featured author is...

Dan Klefstad is a longtime radio host and newscaster at NPR station WNIJ. His
latest novel, Fiona's Guardians, is about humans who work for a beautiful

manipulative vampire. This, and his other works, are available at Prairie Fox Books
right now! Dan is also a frequent visitor at our Lit events, so keep an eye out!



On the calendar...



 
Harry Potter

Birthday Bash!

3rd Annual

Saturday, July 31st
10:00-3:00pm

Honeydukes!
Free

games!
Potion

demos! Lots of greatmerchandise!

Food and drinks!

Come in costume!

Free Crafts!

Wands choose their wizards!



Grace McCormick
Saturday, July 24th @ 1:00PM

Come and get a signedcopy during her visit!

Storytime with Karli!
 Saturday, July 10th @ noon

Saturday, August 7th @ noon
 

PLUS Tuesday, July 22nd @ 5:00PM is pajama

storytime! 
Come in your pj's with your favorite stuffed animal. After storytime, you can leave

your stuffed pet for a sleepover with us! We will take photos of all the adventures

they have overnight, and then you can pick them up in the morning!



End of Summer Party in

the Park!

Middle Grade
authors Kate
Hannigan and

Amy Timberlake!

Local teacher/author
Clara O'Neal!

Pie in the Face
fundraiser! School supply

driv
e!

Free carnival

games!

Saturday, August 21st
10:00-3:00

Washington Park, Ottawa



 
Since her debut ninety years ago,

teen sleuth Nancy Drew has proven
that a smart heroine with style and

fearlessness can win massive
popularity. Explore the history of
the Nancy Drew books including

the question of who was "Carolyn
Keene" and why this series, more
than other girls' book series, has

captivated generations of readers.

 
 

Nancy Drew:
 The History of

America's Favorite 
Teen Sleuth

 

Leslie Goddard, Ph.D.
Historian, Author, and Public Speaker

 Saturday, September
4th

(Her first of TWO visits with us!)

Event is free, registration required.
Call 815-433-7323, or register online at

www.prairiefoxbooks.com/events/





This year, the

scarecrows will be set

up in Washington Park,

and we are asking

families, classrooms,

businesses, and

organizations to

contribute and

compete!

The Scarecrow theme is "Hooray for Hollywood"--so
create a Scarecrow of your favorite movie character,

era, director, etc. Be creative! If you have any questions,
or if you want to sign up, contact Dylan at the

bookstore! 815-433-7323, or prairiefoxdylan@gmail.com!

Scarecrow Day!
Saturday, September 25th in 

Downtown Ottawa!

10-4
Petting Zoo!

Magician/Balloon

Artist!

Puppet Show!



Our next

newsletter is

the Holiday issue!

 
Prepare yourself for great gift

ideas, recipes, and so much more!


